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PRADA August Newsletter
Please take a look below for our upcoming events, opportunities, and resources!

Upcoming Book Club Meeting

Wednesday, September 2nd, 2020
12-1pm

Zoom link to follow

This month's book is Diagnosis: Solving
the Most Baffling Medical Mysteries by

Lisa Sanders. This is a collection of more
than fifty hard-to-crack medical

quandaries, featuring the best of The
New York Times Magazine's popular

Diagnosis column - now a Netflix original
series. We hope that you will join us for a

wonderful discussion!

Contact Raquel Ferreira with questions

Interested in Joining HDI as a Co-Lead?

Health Disparities & Inclusion (HDI) committee is looking for another co-lead! Given
the two current co-leads will be leaving summer 2021, we would really love to find

someone who will commit to the position for this upcoming year and next. We would
be happy to provide more information regarding what HDI stands for, what this

position entails, and answer any questions you may have. Depending on interest, we
may speak to everyone as a group or we can arrange for individual meetings. If

interested, please reach out to Mikhayla Armstrong (
mikhayla.armstrong@childrens.harvard.edu ) Thanks and we look forward to hearing

from you!! :) 

MEDIA ROUND-UP
Recommendations to stay engaged and informed

Nature Podcast: “Massive coronavirus outbreak strikes iconic Californian prison after it rejected
expert aid” https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02093-y
Summary article: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02042-9
New York Times Podcast: “1619” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/23/podcasts/1619-
podcast.html
New York Times: “She Was Pregnant With Twins During COVID. Why Did Only One
Survive?” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/06/nyregion/childbirth-Covid-Black-mothers.html
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Click to edit Email Preferences or Unsubscribe from this list.
Boston Children's Hospital

300 Longwood Ave
Boston, MA 02115 - United States 

Telephone: 6179192979

Our Facebook Group

PRADA Communications is proud to see members engaging with our Facebook Group! Our
group is the best place to post opportunities, connect with other members, and reap all the

benefits of our community. Plus, we get to see your lovely faces! Check out our Facebook page
by clicking on the icon above and send us a request to join!

About Us

PRADA is a supportive, inclusive

learning community for research

assistants, coordinators, and

other young professionals at

Boston Children's Hospital.

Contact us

Leaving BCH? Take Our

Alumni Survey

As you move on to exciting new

opportunities, we would love to

stay in touch! Help us extend our

alumni network by filling out our

survey using this survey
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